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Abstract  Planar square-spiral antenna using a strip conductor is proposed and analyzed for RFID system in UHF band operating from 860MHz to 960MHz. By varying the length of common line, detached distance, strip line-space, strip line-width and the number of spiral turn, the optimized antenna are designed and fabricated in compact size without a matching-stub between the input port of the proposed antenna and RFID tag chip. From the optimized results, the frequency bandwidth in VSWR<2 has covered 100MHz in the RFID UHF band. The antenna gain has obtained 3.5dBi at the center frequency of 910MHz and the desired beam pattern has shown directional pattern on elevation and azimuth angle. Therefore, the proposed antenna is suitable for practical RFID applications requiring various tag chips with the specific input impedance.

요 약  UHF 대역인 860MHz–960MHz에서 동작하는 RFID 시스템으로 도체스트립을 이용한 평판사각 스파이럴 안테나를 제안하고 분석하였다. 도체스트립의 공통선 길이, 분리간격, 선폭, 선간격, 스파이럴 회전수를 변화시켜서 안테나 입력임피던스와 RFID 테그칩 간을 정합스터브 없이 소형으로 설계하고, 최적화된 안테나를 제작하였다. 최적화된 결과로부터, VSWR<2인 범위의 주파수대역은 RFID 초고주파 대역인 100MHz를 포함한다. 안테나 이득은 910MHz 중심주파수에서 3.5dBi이고, 범퍼면은 수직과 수평방향으로 지향성 패턴을 갖는다. 따라서 제안한 안테나는 규정된 입력임피던스를 갖는 다양한 형태의 테그칩을 요구하는 실질적인 RFID 응용에 적합하다.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, the industrial growth of radio frequency identification (RFID) system comes to largely change economical activities, market frameworks and educational environments since it can be applied various applications. Also, RFID technology is going to substitute the bar-code system being used now and to be basis on ubiquitous computing environments such as ubiquitous sensor network (USN) [1]. In 2004, International organization for standardization (ISO) and EPC-global announced their specifications for RFID Air-interface which is UHF RFID protocol for communications at 860–960MHz (ISO 18000-6, EPC Class-1 Generation-2) [2].

RFID System is composed of interrogator and tag. RFID tag is designed to be fabricated with various structures - shape, size, characteristics - according to frequency band and application object. And its volume mainly depends on antenna radiation pattern, the input
impedance and property of tag chip. The size of RFID tag relies on the antenna dimension connected with tag chip. Antenna for RFID tag with very small size has many applications, but it can not affirm reliability for its property because of fringing effect caused by the strip-conductors. Therefore, in miniaturization of antenna dimension, it is important to design the antenna to be satisfied the desired characteristics with reliable performance [3][4]. In the scope of reliable performance, various antennas using a micro-strip patch, half-wavelength dipole and dielectric rod were presented in an ultrahigh frequency (UHF) band [5-7]. However, achieving effectively minimization of antenna dimension is limited in practical applications. Since antenna dimension is proportional to wavelength of operating frequency. In frequency range of UHF RFID allocated at the 900MHz band, antenna size has generally 15cm. This is inadequate size for application of the RFID tag. Also, the presented antennas earlier are difficult to minimize antenna dimension and freely change antenna impedance [8][9]. Therefore, matching circuit for matching condition between antenna input impedance and input impedance of RFID tag chip is generally required and complicated in processing.

In this paper, the antenna matched by input impedance of RFID tag chip without the matching stub as modifying design parameters of the antenna is proposed with compact size. Also, the desired beam pattern, broad frequency bandwidth and low voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR) are obtained in the frequency range of UHF RFID band operating at 860~960MHz.

2. Analysis and configuration of planar square-spiral antenna

2.1 Configuration of the proposed antenna

Spiral antennas are classified into various types; archimedean spiral [10-11], square spiral [12-14] and conical spiral [15] etc. Most of conventional spiral antennas can achieve desirable gain, directional beam and broaden impedance characteristic, as long as the length and parameters of the antenna are properly chosen, but not a ideal frequency independent antenna. However, such antennas are inherently circularly polarized with low gain and have a complicated structure to implementation and construction. In order to resolve the weakness, two pairs of twin planar square-spiral antenna proposed in this paper can be used to increase the directive gain, and to get a compact size and broadband-limited characteristics in UHF RFID frequency band.

Fig. 1 shows the antenna geometry of a planar square-spiral antenna using a strip conductor for RFID tag. The proposed antenna is composed of two pairs of twin planar square-spirals. Two pairs of twin planar square-spirals are branched from common line which is connected with input terminals of RFID tag chip. The two pairs of twin planar square-spirals are placed symmetrically on the x-axis. And, each pair of twins is located symmetrically on the y-axis. The twins on the up-side and the twins on the down-side are connected by the positive port and the negative port of RFID tag chip, respectively. The current distributions between vertical lines of the twins are the same direction and the current distributions between horizontal lines of the twins are the opposite direction. Since the currents are fed with the equi-phase distribution on the up-side and contra-phase on the down-side. That is why total length of strip conductor of the antenna is optimized within half-wavelength.

In Fig. 1, the twin square-spirals are located at the position apart the length of common line n along to y-axis line from RFID tag chip and the detached distance m along to x-axis line from a common node A and B, and those are coiled by the square-spiral shapes with strip line-width w and strip line-space p. Based on the antenna structure described earlier, antenna radiation pattern, input impedance, gain and frequency bandwidth are controlled by the length of common line n, the detached distance m, strip line-width w, strip line-space p and the number of square-spiral turn N.
2.1.1 Influence of the strip line-space \( p \)

Fig. 2 shows impedance variations of the antenna simulated on increasing of strip line-space \( p \), in this case, the other parameters are fixed as follows: length of common line \( n=8\text{mm} \), detached distance \( m=10\text{mm} \), strip line-width \( w=0.75\text{mm} \), number of turn \( N=3.5 \). Fig. 2(a) and Fig. 2(b) are real part and imaginary part of the antenna input impedance. By increasing the strip line-space from 2\( \text{mm} \) to 10\( \text{mm} \) in 2\( \text{mm} \) step, the resonance point of antenna impedance is shifted into lower frequency band. Because it is due to decrease of reactance component caused by diminishment of coupling effect between strip lines.

2.1.2 Influence of the length of common line \( n \)

Fig. 3 shows impedance variations of the antenna simulated on increasing of common line lengths \( n \) between two twin square-spirals, in this case, the other parameters are \( p=6\text{mm} \), \( m=10\text{mm} \), \( w=0.75\text{mm} \) and \( N=3.5 \). By increasing the length of common line from 0\( \text{mm} \) to 20\( \text{mm} \) in 4\( \text{mm} \) step, the resonance point of antenna impedance is shifted into lower frequency band. Because it is due to reduction of reactance component caused by weakness of coupling effect between two twin square-spirals on the y-axis. It is shown that the separated distance between two twin square-spirals is longer.

2.1.3 Influence of the detached distance \( m \)

Fig. 4 shows impedance variations of the antenna simulated on increasing the detached distance \( m \) from common node A and B, in this case, the other parameters are \( n=8\text{mm} \), \( p=6\text{mm} \), \( w=0.75\text{mm} \) and \( N=3.5 \). According to increasing the detached distance from 5\( \text{mm} \) to 25\( \text{mm} \) in 5\( \text{mm} \) step, the resonance point of antenna impedance is shifted into lower frequency band. Because it is due to reduction of reactance component caused by weakness of coupling effect between twin square-spirals on the x-axis. It is shown that the detached distance between twin square-spirals is receded in a distance.
2.1.4 Influence of the length of line-width w

Fig. 5 shows antenna simulated on increasing strip line-width w, in this case, the other parameters are m=10mm, n=10mm, p=6mm and N=3.5. According to increasing the strip line-width w=1~5mm, the resonance point of antenna impedance is abnormally changed. According to widening of strip line-width, the ratio of strip line-width to strip line-space is increased. It is due to increase of capacitive reactance component and decrease of inductive reactance component caused by strength of coupling effect among strip lines with in each square-spiral.

2.1.5 Influence of the number of square–spiral turn N

Fig. 6 shows impedance variations of the antenna simulated on increasing the number of square-spiral turn N, in this case, the other parameters are m=10mm, n=10mm, p=6mm and w=0.75mm. According to increasing the number of square-spiral turn from 2mm to 4mm, the resonance point of antenna impedance is repeatedly occurred with the specific period. It is due to increase of inductive reactance component caused by increasing the number of square-spiral turn.
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Fig. 7 shows comparison of the signal voltage measured by oscilloscope between matrices and proposed RFID tag. The voltage signal strength transmitted from the proposed RFID antenna is larger ten times than that of matrices antenna. Because, the proposed antenna has good performance of antenna gain.

3. Results of the proposed antenna

From the results in Fig. 2 through Fig. 7, the antenna impedance as modifying the design parameters of m, n, p, w, N is adequately matched by input impedance of RFID tag chip without matching stub. After a thorough parametric study of a planar square-spiral antenna, the desired beam pattern, broad frequency bandwidth and low VSWR are obtained in operating frequency range of RFID system.

Fig. 8 shows the fabricated antenna. This antenna does not need the matching-stubs in matching the impedance between input terminal (132-j553Ω) of RFID chip and input port of tag antenna. The optimum design parameters are set as follows: m=11.1mm, n=8.8mm, p=1.1mm, w=0.4mm and N=3.5.

Based on the proposed antenna design parameters described earlier, the antenna is fabricated on Teflon substrate with permittivity of $\varepsilon_r=3.2$ and thickness of 0.78mm. The fabricated antenna has compact size as dimension of 4.15×4.5 cm².

Fig. 8 shows the fabricated antenna. The return loss of the antenna is testified by vector network analyzer and obtained below -10dB in VSWR<2 at 860~960MHz. The frequency bandwidth includes the frequency ranges of UHF RFID system operating at 900MHz band.

Fig. 9 shows the simulated radiation patterns of the proposed antenna at 910MHz. The pattern $E_\theta$ on elevation angle and the pattern $E_\phi$ on azimuth angle are shown on phi angle of gray circular line and theta angle of black circular line, respectively. Also, the total radiation pattern is shown on three dimensional graphics. The directivity of proposed antenna with maximum directional gain is 3.5dBi at z-axis. Extending of the common line length n...
between two twin square-spirals improves the directivity of the beam pattern. Therefore, we can design an antenna with directive gain as varying the common line length \( n \) between twin square-spirals and appropriately control the radiation pattern according to application objects.

![Radiation pattern of proposed antenna](image)

**Fig. 10** Radiation pattern of proposed antenna

### 4. Conclusion

A planar square-spiral antenna is proposed and testified for the UHF RFID system operating at 860MHz to 960MHz. By varying the length of common line, detached distance, strip line-space, strip line-width and the number of turn, the optimized antenna are designed and fabricated by compact size without a matching-stub between the input impedance of the proposed antenna and RFID chip. The obtained frequency bandwidth in VSWR<2 has covered 100MHz in the UHF RFID band. The antenna gain has obtained 3.5dBi at the center frequency of 910MHz and the desired beam pattern has shown omni-directional pattern on elevation and azimuth angle. Therefore, this antenna fabricated without matching-stub is suitable for practical RFID applications requiring various tag chips with the specific input impedance. As a result, it is very meaningful to devise a compact antenna with simple structure and low cost. Two pairs of twin planar square-spiral arms at the antenna terminal is one of the effective topology of miniature antenna.
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